HYBRID CLOUD MIGRATION.
The thought of migrating your
IT infrastructure to the cloud
can be overwhelming.

¶

“Which public cloud can support my
security requirements?” “My mission
critical data can’t risk any downtime.”
“I don’t know how many physical
servers I have, let alone VMs.”
Now with Equinix Professional Services for
Cloud (EPS Cloud) and Unitas Global’s joint
Fully Managed Hybrid Cloud Migration
Solution, you can relax. Through our
customized migration roadmap and uniquely
designed hybrid cloud solutions, we’ll get your
IT infrastructure up to speed and keep it there.
¶

MIGRATION METHODOLOGIES

¶

LIFT & SHIFT
Using the Lift and Shift methodology, EPS Cloud
migrates your applications to the cloud without any code
changes. // With this option, you’re able to map much of
your existing infrastructure to the cloud on an as-is
basis, making this approach ideal for

UNITAS ATLAS

Unitas Atlas is our unified monitoring platform
that provides you with full insight to comprehensively manage the health and performance of
your IT environment, during and post migration.

NETWORK MONITORING

Data Center Retirement
Data Center Consolidation
Divestiture / M&A
DR / HA Site Relocation

APPLICATION MONITORING
SERVICE MONITORING
INFRASTRUCTURE MONITORING

GREENFIELD
Using the Greenfield methodology, EPS Cloud creates
an architecture that can take full advantage of cloud
deployed applications while balancing your other
objectives of security, cost and performance.

¶

INDUSTRY STATS
69% of enterprises have applications
or infrastructure running in the cloud
today.*

// The cloud is constructed from scratch, isolated from
existing infrastructure and engineered to maximize
cloud capabilities. This approach is ideal for

Within two years, 34% of enterprises
will have 60% or more of their
applications on a cloud platform.*

Newer Applications
Added Sites / Businesses
New DR sites

Cloud investments by large scale
enterprises have gone up 19% over the
previous year*
* (Gartner, IDC, Forrester, 451 Research)

OUR PHASED APPROACH

1 | DISCOVER Unitas and
EPS Cloud assemble a team
to discover your business
needs, technology,
applications and security
requirements.

2 | DESIGN Our Cloud Solutions
Architects design a detailed and
customized migration roadmap,
including timeline, required
resources and actionable items.

3 | BUILD & MIGRATE Our

4 | DEPLOY We integrate Unitas

5 | MANAGE Our Cloud

team procures, conﬁgures,
migrates, and then validates the
solution using systematic testing
of your applications and services.

AtlasTM , our uniﬁed monitoring
platform, to evaluate the
environmetn and address any
necessary adjustments.

Management Center operates
24x7x365 to provide ongoing
monitoring and management of
your environment.

